
WHEN NEW WORDS, CONVERSATIONS AND BEHAVIORS  
ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE CHANGE YOU WANT TO SEE

CREATIVE 
EXPERIENCES 

THAT EMPOWER 
KIDS AND 
ADULTS



By “special word,” we mean the positive word 
that defines who one is, or who one aspires to be. 
Our experiences change words, conversations 
and behaviors. We work with individuals and 
organizations where kids play, live and learn, as well 
as places where the adults who love and support kids 
work. Organizations that engage My Special Word® 
have determined that the type of change we produce 
is essential to the kind of culture they aspire to build.

Our experiences are defining moments. They change 
how kids and adults define themselves. Knowing 
one’s own special word creates connections that 
elevate self-pride. In addition, it provides a language 
to both begin and expand conversations between 
kids and between kids and adults.

My Special Word® is a movement. Join in. Engage us.

WHAT RESEARCH TELLS US ABOUT 
POSITIVE WORDS
Each day, both kids and adults encounter many 
more negative words than positive ones. Research 
shows this disparity is a big part of the answer to 
the question, “Why do kids or adults fall short of 
becoming the amazing people they are meant to be?” 
My Special Word® believes—and research supports—
how one thinks, speaks and behaves can significantly 
change when the power of positive words and 
positive conversations is harnessed. Positivity 
elevates achievement, performance, confidence, 
kindness and empathy in both kids and adults.

INSIDE THIS 
BROCHURE YOU WILL 
LEARN MORE ABOUT 
THE EXPERIENCES 
OFFERED BY  
MY SPECIAL WORD®.

FOLLOW US

Facebook Site: https://www.facebook.com/myspecialword/

Facebook Handle: @myspecialword

Hashtag: #myspecialword #wordsmatter #wordshavepower

Twitter: @myspecialword1

Want to receive updates on how 
we are helping kids and adults 
become the amazing people they 
are meant to be? Subscribe at: 
http://eepurl.com/gaRd4L



MY SPECIAL WORD® KIDS
The MY SPECIAL WORD® KIDS experiences influence kids 
between the ages of 5 and 13 to:

 → Think positively
 → Speak positive words
 → Conduct positive conversations
 → Model positive behavior

CERTIFIED FACILITATOR-LED EXPERIENCE
A highly trained My Special Word® Facilitator leads this 
engaging experience. First, kids are guided in discovering 
their special word. Then they explore definitions and 
stretch their thinking to uncover a deeper understanding 
of how words affect both them and others. Finally, kids 
complete this experience owning their special word with 
pride and committing to live out their word each day going 
forward. 

PARTNERSHIP ENRICHMENT EXPERIENCE 
Many organizations have in-house facilitators and they 
prefer to train that talent to roll out new programming. 
My Special Word® trains in-house facilitators to deliver the 
My Special Word® experience with consistency and impact.  
In-house facilitators complete this training prepared to 
effectively change the words, conversations and behaviors of 
the kids they serve.

KIDS ACTIVITY EXPERIENCE
This is a unique way to engage kids during organization 
sponsored events, such as “Family Fun Day,” “Field Day,” or 
“Bring your Child to Work Day.” This fun-filled experience 
is modeled after our Certified Facilitator-Led Experience. It 
is ideal for organizations seeking to show their passion for 
helping kids become the amazing people they are meant to 
be. This experience transforms an otherwise routine kids’ 
program into a defining moment that increases pride and 
self-awareness in kids.

MY SPECIAL WORD® TEAM BUILDING
The MY SPECIAL WORD® TEAM BUILDING experience 
influences team:

 → Cohesion
 → Awareness

 → Conversation
 → Performance

It broadens and deepens a team’s understanding and 
awareness of the value and contribution team members 
make at both the individual and team level.

With an engaging format, a Certified My Special Word® 
Facilitator leads each member through a journey in 

discovering their special word—the positive value or 
attribute that defines the contribution they make or aspire 
to make to their team.

The experience culminates with team members committing 
to work and interact each day bound by their special word. 
This pride of ownership brings a team closer together, 
guides daily performance and gives them a new language 
to begin or expand conversations.



MY SPECIAL WORD® COMMUNITY
The MY SPECIAL WORD® COMMUNITY experiences help 
communities become the amazing place they are meant to 
be by uplifting kids and building community connection.

COMMUNITY KIDS CELEBRATION
Our consultation team leads you through the planning 
and execution of a My Special Word® Step Up for Words 
celebration. Step Up for Words is a fun, family-friendly 
celebration of kids that includes a celebratory one-mile walk. 

It assists a community in empowering kids to change their 
words, conversations and behaviors.

COMMUNITY–BUILDING EXPERIENCE
Imagine a community where every resident, family, 
business and organization is bonded by a common 
connection. Through this highly customized partnership, 
our consultation team assists leaders in integrating the 
connective power of My Special Word® into every level of 
their community.

MY SPECIAL WORD® SPEAKERS BUREAU
Engage our speakers and you will hear passion for children, 
entrepreneurship and value-based leadership. You will also 
learn about the power of positive words through lessons of 
failure and triumph.

Our speakers appeal to listeners through compassion, 
authenticity and humility. They inspire, inform and motivate 
audiences to become the amazing people they are meant to 
be. My Special Word speakers offer memorable talks on topics 
covering business, leadership, philanthropy and motivation.

(614) 831-0872                   info@myspecialword.com                    81 Mill Street, Suite 300 - Gahanna, Ohio 43230

SNAPSHOT OF EXPERIENCES
Certified Facilitator–Led Experience – Leads kids, between the ages 
of 5 and 13, to discover their special word and includes:

• My Special Word® Certified Facilitator
• On-site 45- or 60-minute session
• Official MSW Pride Kit (wristbands, bookmarks, buttons, stickers 

and pledges)
• Pre- and Post-Experience efficacy consultations

Partnership Enrichment Experience – Trains in-house team to 
expertly and consistently integrate My Special Word® into existing 
curriculum. This experience includes:

• My Special Word® Train–The–Facilitator Training (2.5 hours)
• Official My Special Word® Facilitator Kit (Facilitator Guide, 

wristbands, bookmarks and buttons)
• Pre- and Post-Experience efficacy consultations

Kids Activity Experience – A blend of fun, exploration and discovery by 
kids, between the ages of 5 and 13, of their special word and includes:

• My Special Word® Certified Facilitator
• On-site 45- or 60-minute discovery session
• My Special Word® Pride Kit (wristbands, bookmarks, buttons, 

stickers and pledges)

Business Team-Building Experience – A 2-hour activity designed to 
build team cohesion and enhance team performance. It includes:

• My Special Word® Certified Facilitator
• Official MSW Pride Kit (wristbands, desk tents, buttons and
• pledges)
• Pre- and Post-Experience efficacy consultations

Community Kids Celebration – This is a highly customized 
consultation that creates a fun, family-friendly community celebration 
of kids. This includes:

• My Special Word® Certified Facilitator
• Official MSW Step Up for Kids Kit (T-Shirts, wristbands, bookmarks, 

buttons, stickers, pledges and activity books)
• Planning and implementation consultations
• Post-celebration hindsight facilitation

Community-Building Experience – A highly customized consultative 
partnership that creates community-wide conversations and 
connections using the My Special Word® model.

Speakers Bureau – Offers access to notable business and community 
leaders for fireside, panel and keynote speaking engagements. 100% 
of speaker fees are donated to My Special Word®.


